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Abstract: - The learning method for hand gesture recognition that compute a space of eigenvectors by Principal 

Component Analysis(PCA) traditionally require a batch computation step, in which the only way to update the 

subspace is to rebuild the subspace by the scratch when it comes to new samples. In this paper, we introduce a 

new approach to gesture recognition based on online PCA algorithm with adaptive subspace, which allows for 

complete incremental learning. We propose to use different subspace updating strategy for new sample 

according to the degree of difference between new sample and learned sample, which can improve the 

adaptability in different situations, and also reduce the time of calculation and storage space. The experimental 

results show that the proposed method can recognize the unknown hand gesture, realizing online hand gesture 

accumulation and updating, and improving the recognition performance of system. 
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1   Introduction 
Hand gesture recognition is an important method for 

human-machine interaction, which is widely used in 

variety of areas such as gesture language service, 

intelligent human-machine interface, interfaces of 

virtual reality navigation and manipulation, robot 

demonstrating learning, digital art and entertainment. 

In recent years, hand gesture recognition based on 

computer vision has aroused wide interest among 

researchers. Compared with data glove or 

electromagnetic wave methods, it is more natural and 

flexible using computer vision in hand gesture 

recognition.  

The process of hand gesture recognition based on 

vision can be commonly divided into three phases, 

that is segmentation, representation and recognition, 

among which the recognition phase is composed of 

classifier learning part and recognition part. Training 

classifier with samples(learning) followed by 

recognition of hand gestures using trained classifier 

achieved a recognition phase. Yet there are 

limitations and disadvantages with this recognition 

architecture, which is, 1) since it is off-line and batch 

learning for classifier, the classifier cannot be 

updated when it comes to new sample unless learning 

repeatedly with previous learned samples in an 

off-line mode; 2) the adaptability and robustness of 

the recognition system is bad in new situations since 

it is unable to detect novel hand gestures. 

Because of the bad real-time performance, 

expansibility and robustness, researchers have 

proposed several online learning architectures and 

algorithms. Stephan Kirstein et al.[9] have proposed 

online vector quantization algorithm and incremental 

learning vector quantization algorithm for online 

learning of objects using Gabor hierarchical features. 

The method learnt and recognized 50 objects online 

in 3 hours. J. Luo et al.[10] have applied incremental 

SVM algorithm for mobile robot to online learning of 

indoor scenes. Reference [11]-[13] have focused on 

online PCA algorithm for online learning of visual 

objects, behaviors and scenes. 

In 2003, D. Skocaj et al.[14] proposed a weighted 

and robust incremental PCA method for subspace 

learning, which aroused a good many researchers to 

pay much attention to it. Peter M. Roth et al.[15] have 

applied this method for online learning of unknown 

hand held objects. H. V. Neto et al.[16] have applied 

this method for novelty detection on mobile robot. In 

this paper, we proposed the adaptive subspace 

method to improve the subspace updating strategy in 

[14], and then apply the improved method named 

online PCA with adaptive subspace in hand gesture 

recognition. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: a 

brief introduction of system architecture is given in 

Section II. Section III describes the theory and flow 

of online PCA with adaptive subspace algorithm. In 

Section IV, experiments are designed for the 

comparison of proposed method and off-line PCA, 

and results are presented to validate the advantages of 

the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are made 

in Section V. 
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2   Architecture for Online Learning of 

Hand Gestures 
Online learning and recognition of hand gestures is 

mainly composed of preprocess, initialization of 

classifier, online PCA learning for classifier. The 

proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 1. 

In order to assure the effectivity and accuracy of 

PCA algorithm, preprocesses are needed for the input 

video stream, including video stream reading, 

localization, tracking and segmentation of hand 

gestures. Finally, the normalization of the image 

sequences is done after the  segmentation. 

 

 

Fig. 1  Architecture for online learning and 

recognition of hand gestures 

 

Before online learning, a few hand gesture 

samples are needed for off-line PCA to obtain an 

initial subspace and classifier. Since the subspace and 

classifier are not accurate, more hand gesture 

samples are learned online through real-time 

collection. With the online PCA, the subspace and 

the classifier are updated online then a better 

performance is achieved. 

The part of online PCA learning is the key point 

of this system. The new mean vector, new 

eigenvalues, new eigenvectors and new subspace are 

obtained through real-time online learning of hand 

gesture samples after preprocess. New hand gesture 

sample is projected onto the previous computed 

subspace, and then recognized or detected of a novel 

hand gesture according to the coefficient vector. As 

the system run as the time goes, more samples are 

learned and classifier is updated continuously, higher 

recognition rate is achieved, through online learning, 

computing and recognition. 

 

 

3  Online PCA with Adaptive Subspace 

Method 
3.1   The Proposed Method 
 Assume that the subspace and the classifier were 

already built from n hand gesture samples. Some 

variables are defined as follows: the current subspace 
( )n

U , the current sample mean vector ( )nx , the 

current coefficient vectors ( )nA , a new sample x , its 

reconstruction x̂  and projection a , the updated 

subspace ( 1)n+
U , the updated mean vector ( 1)n+x  and 

the updated coefficient vectors ( 1)n+A . 
At step n+1, when the new sample x  comes, the 

new subspace can be obtained by calculating PCA 

through low dimensional coefficient vectors instead 

of high dimensional reconstructions, since 

coefficient vectors and reconstructed images 

encompass the same visual variability, i.e., they are 

just represented in different coordinate frames[14]. 

Since this method is computationally very efficient, 

the need for real-time application is fulfilled.  

At step n+1, the new sample x  is projected onto 

the current subspace ( )n
U  and the projection is 

obtained 

                             
( ) ( )( )n nT= −a U x x                       (1) 

Reconstruct the sample  
( ) ( )ˆ n n= +x U a x                            (2) 

Compute the residual vector 

ˆ= −r x x                                  (3) 

And its Euclidean norm r  which is orthogonal to 
( )n

U , and the new basis is obtained 

( )n
 

=   
 

r
U U

r

(
                            (4) 

Build a new coefficient vector matrix  
( )n 

=   
 

A a
A

0 r

(
                        (5) 

In which ( )nA  is the coefficient vectors of previous n 

samples. The mean vector µ
(

 and subspace ′U
(

 is 

obtained by calculating PCA of A
(

. The updated 

coefficient vectors of step n+1 is obtained by 
( ) ( )1n T+ ′= −A U A µ1

(( (
                   (6) 

The updated mean vector is 
( ) ( )1n n+ = +x x Uµ

( (
                      (7) 

And the updated subspace is obtained by rotating the 

new basis U
(

 
( )1n+ ′=U UU

( (
                         (8) 

The updated ( 1)n+A ， ( 1)n+x  and ( 1)n+
U  then 

become the current state for next updating loop, by 

which the system online learning of hand gestures. 

The problem in the above online PCA is that in each 

step the dimension is increased by one, as a result, 

computational cost and storage are increased and 

redundant sample information is produced. 

Therefore, the concept of adaptive subspace is 

proposed in this paper to adjust the subspace 

updating strategy of the above online PCA algorithm.  
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Each new hand gesture sample can be divided 

into three situations: novel hand gesture class, 

already learned class with low similarity to learned 

samples, and already learned class with high 

similarity to learned samples. We present two 

threshold to differentiate three situations: θclass，
threshold of reconstruction error  for inter-class; 

θdistance ，threshold of distance for inner-class. The 

updating strategy is divided into three ways 

according to θclass and θdistance.  

1) Novel hand gesture class. If r >θclass, it is a novel 

class. The subspace is updated through online PCA 

algorithm described above, and the dimension of 

subspace is increased by one, namely 
( ) ( )1

( ) ( ) 1
n n

dim dim
+ = +U U ; 

2) Already learned class with low similarity to 

learned samples. Define deuclidean_min as the 

minimum Euclidean distance between new sample 

and all the learned samples. If r <θclass and 

deuclidean_min>θdistance, the similarity between new 

sample and learned samples is low, perform the 

online PCA described above. The difference 

compared to 1) is that the subspace dimension is 

remain unchanged, namely 
( ) ( )1

( ) ( )
n n

dim dim
+ =U U ; 

3) Already learned class with high similarity to 

learned samples. If r <θclass and 

deuclidean_min<θdistance, it is considered that the 

sample is redundant for class representation. The 

sample is classified directly without learning.  

Each sample is classified through the 

corresponding sample class of deuclidean_min in 

situation 2) and 3). Assume the current learned 

samples [ ]1 2, ,..., w=A a a a , classes are 

1 2, ,..., jclass class class , and the projection a  of new 

sample x , if deuclidean_min= i Euclidean
−a a , in 

which ( )1,2,...i w= and 

( )1 ,1i sclass i w s j∈ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤a , thus sclass∈a , 

namely sample sclass∈x , recognition complete. 

With this subspace updating strategy, the 

subspace dimension will not increase rapidly, the 

computational cost and storage are saved, therefore, 

it is suitable for hand gesture recognition with high 

demand of real-time performance. The hand gesture 

classifier is learned through online PCA with 

adaptive subspace, which let the hand gesture 

learning perform in a real-time, continuously and 

incrementally fashion, and the subspace updating 

strategy can be adjusted adaptively to different 

situations of hand gestures. The structure of online 

PCA with adaptive subspace is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2  Structure of online PCA with adaptive 

subspace 

 

3.2 Algorithm Flow  
 The flow steps of the proposed algorithm, which is 

obtained through the combination of the subspace 

updating strategy and online PCA, is described as 

follows: 

Step1    When the new sample comes, calculate its 

projection, reconstruction and residual 

vector by formula(1),(2),(3); 

Step2   If r >θclass, calculate updated subspace 

( )1n+
U  using online PCA by 

formula(4)~(8), and 
( ) ( )1

( ) ( ) 1
n n

dim dim
+ = +U U , with Step6 

followed; if r <θclass, perform Step3; 

Step3      Calculate the Euclidean distance deuclidean 

between new sample and all the learned 

samples; 

Step4  If deuclidean_min>θdistance, calculate updated 

subspace using online PCA by 

formula(4)~(8), abandon its last vector 

element to make 
( ) ( )1

( ) ( )
n n

dim dim
+ =U U ; 

if deuclidean_min<θdistance, perform Step5 

directly; 

Step5  Output the classification result by the 

corresponding sample class of 

deuclidean_min; 

Step6   Go back to Step1, the next loop of the 

algorithm is begun with the input of a new 

sample. 

The algorithm flowchart is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

4.  Experimental Result and Analysis 
4.1   Experiment design  
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Experiments are designed to perform the proposed 

online learning and recognition of hand gestures. The 

preprocess is done to input image sequence in the 

first place. In order to eliminate the background skin 

color distraction and low down the computational 

cost, the hand is located by skin color combined with 

motion detection. The hand is tracked by CamShift 

 

 

Fig. 3  Flowchart of online PCA with adaptive 

subspace algorithm 

 

algorithm combined with Kalman filter, which deals 

with the problem of hand covered by other object and 

large area skin color distraction. Blur and 

morphologic process  are done to the region that 

hand is located and tracked. Then the hand is 

segmented using an adaptive threshold method. The 

preprocessed hand images are as the sample input for 

classifier online learning, in which each sample is 50

×50 pixel in size, namely 2500 in dimension. The 

Visual C++ 6.0 program environment and OpenCV 

library is used for developing the online learning 

program, with a machine of CPU：AMD 3500+ and 

1G DDR2 memory. 

In the experiments 105 hand gesture samples are 

used. The classifier is initialized from 20 samples of 

two classes, with 10 samples in each. The online 

learning phase is then performed with one sample at a 

time step after the classifier initialization. The 

proposed method is compared with off-line PCA in 

four aspects which are reconstruction error, 

computation time, recognition rate and dimension 

scale control. 

 

 

4.2   Experimental Result and Analysis  
The online learning and recognition is begun from 

the 21st sample. The online learning procedure of 

samples in one class is shown in figure 4 by steps. 

The reconstruction comparison with 10 samples in 

one class is also shown in  Fig. 4. 

It can be seen in the figure that with the increase 

of learning step, the reconstruction of proposed 

method is getting better, the reconstruction error is 

reduced by steps and the learning result is improved 

gradually. While the off-line PCA cannot solve the 

novelty problem, thus when it comes to novel class, 

samples cannot be reconstructed well, the 

reconstruction error cannot be reduced and the 

reconstruction cannot be improved gradually. The 

sample that actually belonging to novel class is 

misclassified by similarity measurement among the 

learned classes, since the actually class is not among 

the learned classes. In conclusion, the key problem is 

that the system is divided into two phases of learning 

and recognition, which cause the novel class unable 

to be learned meanwhile with recognition and unable 

to update the knowledge online, as a result, the 

system perform a bad expansibility, adaptability and 

robustness. 

The experiments of recognition rate, 

computational time and dimension scale control are 

analyzed below. We take 105 sample training set and 

105 sample testing set for off-line PCA in the 

experiments, and compare the result with proposed 

method. In the experiments 9 sample points are 

choose to observe the changing trends of recognition 

rate, recognition time and subspace dimension with 

the running of the algorithm. Specially, for off-line 

PCA, the computation time is obtained by iterated 

perform PCA algorithm rather than batch PCA, thus, 

the two compared methods are both in an incremental 

fashion, which is more appropriate. The experimental 

data is shown in TABLE I. Recognition rate, 

computational time and subspace dimension variety 

comparison curves are shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and 

Fig. 7, respectively. 

Experimental results show that though the 

recognition rate is low with small sample set, it is 

increased gradually along with the increase of 

learned samples online, and it reaches 90.48% with 

learning of 105 samples in our experiments. The 

recognition rate of off-line PCA is 91.43% with 105 

samples. Though it is a little higher than the proposed 

method, the expansibility is bad that repeatedly batch 

learning is needed in order to increase the rate. Along 
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with the increase of learning samples, the 

computational time of off-line PCA risen in an 

exponential fashion, while with the proposed method 

this time is remain gently rising, which bring a better 
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Fig. 4  Analysis of sample reconstruction error 
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Fig. 5  Comparison of recognition rate 
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Fig. 6  Comparison of recognition time 
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Fig. 7  Comparison of subspace dimension 

 

real-time performance specially for online learning 

and recognition. Along with the increase of learning 

samples, the subspace dimension of the proposed 

method increased slowly and far below the number of 

samples while the subspace dimension of off-line 

PCA is 105 with 105 samples, which is an advantage 

feature for saving computational time and storage.  

In addition, there are features that off-line PCA is 

unable to reach, such as accumulating and updating 

new knowledge online without affecting learned 

knowledge, achieving simultaneously online learning 

and recognition. 

 

4   Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a method for on-line 

visual learning and recognition of hand gestures 

using online PCA algorithm with adaptive subspace. 

With our approach it is possible to use the same mode 

for training and learning stage. This is very important 

for the recognition of the new-added gesture. The 

subspace updating strategy was chosen automatically 

corresponding to the three different sample situation 

measured by similarity between new sample and 

learned samples, which improved the adaptability. 

Finally, We performed extensive experimental 

testing which showed that the method had good 

adaptability and robustness in the real-time hand 

gesture knowledge updating, adding and 

accumulating. In the future, we will add the way of 

human vision in learning and recognition of hand 

gestures. 
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